Abstract. We introduce the classes of admissible densities and show that there exist densities respecting coordinates, and product densities with marginals prescribable within these classes. For liftings there is the corresponding class of admissibly generated liftings. We apply these results to improve theorems on product liftings and liftings respecting coordinatei and to provide them a unifying approach.
While Problem 1 0 naturally and historically comes first, any solution of Problem 2° implies a solution of Problem 10. It has already been observed by Talagrand [15] that not all liftings have good properties from the product point of view (compare also [8] ). Namely, there are complete probability spaces (cl,E 1 ,p 1 ) for i E I A 0 such that for given liftings Tj for p, there exists in general no lifting p for the product measure respecting coordinates or even being only a product lifting, having for each i E I the lifting Tj as its marginal.
This raises the question, whether for a given probability space there exists a class of densities whose elements can always be prescribed as marginals for densities respecting coordinates or for product densities? In this paper we describe a large class of densities of this sort, called "admissible densities". For liftings a corresponding problem exists too and we answer it by introducing the class of "admissibly generated liftings".
The basic Theorem 2.5 then tells us that for densities respecting coordinates there is a completely free choice of marginals in one coordinate fixed in advance, while in all other coordinates there is a free choice within the class of admissible densities. This result improves the corresponding result for product densities of [10] (and clearly implies (with different method of proof) the existence results from [2] for densities respecting coordinates).
The class of the admissibly generated liftings (see Section 3) enables us to provide a unifying approach to all known results about product liftings as well as to the partial results on liftings respecting coordinates. In particular, we present a new proof of the existence of the consistent lifting of Talagrand.
Preliminaries
For a given probability space (1, !, p) a set N E E with 1u(N) = 0 is called a p-null set, and for f,g E £°°(p) and A,B E E we write f = g a.e. (p) or A = B a.e. (p) if {w E Q : 1(w) 54 g(w) ) or ALB (the symmetric difference of A and B) is a p-null set, respectively. By E 0 will be denoted the set of all p-null subsets of Q. If i is a i-subalgebra of E, we write E,,(f) for a version of the conditional expectation of I E £°°(p) (the space of all bounded E-measurable functions on Q) with respect to i. By (Q, t, ) there is denoted the (Carathéodory) completion of (, E, p).
By N and R we denote the sets of all natural and real numbers, respectively. If -y is an ordinal, then we will identify it with the set of all ordinals less than .
We use the notion of lifting and lower density (or density, for short) in the sense of Definitions 3 and 4, respectively, of [5: Chapter III, Section 11, and for each probability space (, E, p) we denote by A(p) and z9(p) the systems of all liftings and densities, respectively. For each lifting p on t there exists exactly one (multiplicative) lifting (in the sense of [5: Chapter III, Section 1, Definition 21 on £°°(p) such that ,3(XA) = Xp (A) for all A E E (XA denotes the characteristic function of A) and vice versa (see [5: pp. 35 -36] ). For simplicity we write p = throughout.
If I is a non-empty set and Pi, YJ,i.ij))ji is a family of arbitrary (possibly incomplete) probability spaces, then for each 0 54 J C I we denote by (Q j, )., p j) the uncompleted product measure space ®€j(l, E i, It must be carefully noted that in this paper we are looking for the uncompleted product in contrast to former papers such as [2] and that the completion of (nj, Ej, j ) = ® 1EJ( Q i, E,, p) will always be written (j,j,j1j) ®iEJ( l i,i,p) . For any J,K C I with J C K we denote bypjK the canonical projection from cZK onto ci 3 . For any J C I the canonical projection of ci1 onto flj is denoted by pi and the a-algebra p'(E j ) g E, is denoted by E). For every non-empty index set I, I will denote the family of all non-empty proper subsets of I.
We say that W E 19(121) satisfies condition (*) (see [2] ), if for any J, K C I with J fl K = 0 we have
for any E E ) and F E <.
(*)
For a family ((Z, E 1 , Ps))sEI of probability spaces and a probability space (, E, p) such that Q = j , 
Densities respecting coordinates
In the next definition we single out a class of densities with good properties from the product point of view. (C) If y n is a limit ordinal of uncountable cofinality, then 77, = U< 77a and we define v., E i 9( u Ii) by setting
if B E 77a and a <-y. 
Throughout, the collection of all admissible densities on (®, T, u) will be denoted by At9(LI) and each v E Ai9(v) will be considered together with all elements involved into the above construction without any additional remarks.
Proposition 2.2. For each probability space (®, T, ii) we have Ai9(zi) 0 0.
This follows by converting the above definition into an inductive proof.
Theorem 2.3. Let (E,T,v) be an arbitrary probability space. If v E A9(u), then for each (cl, E, p) and each T E i9(z) there exists W E t9 ( p 0 ii) such that p(A x B) = r(A) x v(B)
for all A E E and B E T.
If A , /2) = ®iEI(i, Ej, z) and r E ®jEl Tj respects coordinates, then can be chosen to respect coordinates also. If moreover r satisfies condition (*), then also W can be chosen to satisfy (*).
Proof. Let there be given r E 9(/2) and v E At9(zi) alitogether with other elements involved in the construction of v E Ai9(v). In particular, the family M = ( M0 )<,ç , the i-subalgebras and the sequences (-y,,) cofinal with limit ordinals are fixed. Using transfinite induction, we shall be constructing now a transfinite sequence with ® vE ® ,) such that
for all A e E and B E ij, (1) and I®h1oa for a</3<re .
Moreover, we assume that if (,E,/2) = and rE (%E17'j respects coordinates and satisfies condition (*), then each , respects the coordinates of the product space ®EJ(1Z1,E1, Pi) (9(®,7j,.,vJ7O) and satisfies condition(*).
u(E,.,)= 1) E E by [4: Formulas (21.4) and (21.8)], and E = E x a.e.
( (9 v). Hence if we define o(E)=r(E)xe for all E=ExE) a.e.(/2Ov), we have ço E 9(p (9 v )I E 0 Yio) and ço(A x B) = r(A) x vo(B) for A E E and B E ijo.

Note that ço respects coordinates of the space ®,EJ(j, E,, /LI)®(e, 77o, vliio) and satisfies condition (*).
Assume now that given y < c, a system (0 0 ) satisfying the required conditions (1) and (2) has been constructed for all a
We have to distinguish three cases.
A) -y is a limit ordinal of uncountable cofinality: Then
we get unambiguously defined densities ç E 9 (/20vI(917,) such that 0,1E ®ii = for all a < -y. It is a direct consequence of relation (3) that condition (1) 
. ,A x B) = r(A) x v7 (B) for all A € E and B € 1i•
In order to check whether 0, respects coordinates, it sufficies to consider sets P € 0 77, of the form P = Q x Q j. where J E 1, and Q € E j 0 77, of the form P = Q x fZj, x 0 where Q € E j . Since T respects coordinates and 0, is the product of r and v., we have in the second case 
satisfies condition (*).
C) y = 3 + 1: To simplify the notations let M M. It is well known that 
AxB=Ax ((GnM)u(HnMC)) = ((A x C) n (c x M)) u ((A x H) n (c x Mc))
together with K := Ax G and L:= Ax HE E 0q,6 . For simplicity put E0 := S2 x M. By definition we have
By an application of (7) this can be rewritten as
x B) = (Eo fl ç3 13 (A x R)) U (E0 1 fl fl (A x S))
if
R:=(Gfl MI ) u(HflMI)
and S:=(GflM2)U(HflMfl.
Since R, S E q, this implies ç(A x B) = (Eon (r(A) x v(R))) u (Ec fl (T(A) x va(S))).
By means of E0 = Q x M the latter formula can be transformed into
x B) = r(A) x v.(B)
for all A E E and B E 17,.
Therefore satisfies condition (1).
In order to check whether 0, respects coordinates, it is sufficient to consider sets P E Y7, of the form P = Q x Q j, where J E 1 and Q E E j 0 ij., and of the form P = Q x jc x 0 where Q E E j. Since r respects coordinates and 0, is a product of T and v., we have in the second case where A E Ej, i.e respects the coordinates of P. In the first case we take
Since respects coordinates, we have
where A E E j ® ij. Similarly,
= (Eo n (A > c2.1 )) u (E n (B x cz)) = {((c x M) n A) u ((Il j x MC) n B)] x ci.
In the case of K or L from ) x 0 the calculations are similar. As a consequence respects coordinates.
To show that ç satisfies condition (*), consider J, H c I with J n H = 0. If
A=(KflEo)U(LflE)€EØ
and B=(BnE0)u(BnE)eE, where K, L E E) ® Y7,6 , then applying the inductive assumption we get
= [((K U B) n E0 ) U ((L U B) n E)] = [Eonçp(((KUB)nE1 ) u ((LuB)nE))] U [Enc(((KuB)nE2)u((LuB)nE))] = [Eon((KnEi)U(LnE)UB)} U [Eor = [Eon((KnEi )u(LnE)) up(B)]
U [EOc n c((K n E2 ) u (L n E)) Ucø(B)} = K n E,,) u(L n E)) U (B) = ç(A) U ç(B),.
i.e. 0, satisfies condition (*).
We can define now p € t9(z 0 ii) possessing the required properties just by setting = ç. The densities are properly defined, since each element of E ® T is measurable with respect to some E 0 'jo, with a ic I Proof. Let D E E I 0 22 be an arbitrary set. By the assumption, we may assume that there is a bounded E I ® E3 -measurable function g satisfying everywhere the equality f (, 1 , 2 , w3 ) = 9(w 1 ,w3 ) . Let a function h be given by the equality h(w i ) := f0 9 This means that h0 2 0xrz3 is a E x c13 -measurable version of E=,,=303(f)I
To some extent we can prescribe the marginals of a density respecting coordinates.
Theorem 2.5. Let (I a non-empty index set) be a family of probability spaces with product If io € I is fixed, then for each Ti,, E 10(,,) and for arbitrary Ti € Ai9(1z,) with i € I \ {io} there exists p E 19(i) such that W respects
coordinates, and V € OtE fT1 .
Proof. Let ic be the first ordinal of cardinality equal to card(I). Without loss of generality, we may assume that I = K and io = 0. Put also (X.1 , T1 , v. 1) O,,LQ) for 1 y K and let pa-y be the canonical-projection from X.1 onto X0 whenever a < .
We shall be constructing inductively densities W, € (v) respecting coordinates, and such that p-y E 06<.rT6 for 1 < y < c (8) and op=po for 1a<7.
To start the induction define W , := ro. Suppose that for some 7 K and all a < the densities E i9(u0 ) respecting coordinates and satisfying (8) and (9) It follows from steps (B) and (C) that for each limit ordinal 1 < ,c there exists always a density cp E i9(v.) satisfying condition (9) . As an immediate consequence of (9) we have
o<fl<y for all 1 <_ a r. and A E The condition E is a direct consequence of (10) and of the inductive assumption about each W ,, with a < 7 . We can define now E i9(izj) posessing the required properties just by setting W := PK U The following corollary, containing the main result of [10] as well as The following result is a particular case of Fremlin's Theorem 346G in [2] , proved in a different way. But here the completeness assumption for the probability spaces, used in Fremlin's result, is avoided. be the ultrafilters generated by p and a, respectively, so that
For each (w, 8) E ci x E) define a filterbase by
Claim 1. For each (w,8) E ci x ®, A E U()); BE U(8), and E E .T(w,8) we have En (A x B) O.
Proof. Let (w,8),E and A,B be as in Claim 1. Assume that Efl(A x B) = 0. Then we get by using condition (*) 8) for all A E U(w) and B E U (8) . (12) For each E € ET put
7r(E):={(,8)Ecix®: EEU(w,8)}.
It follows by [16] , for example, that ir € A(j.uv).
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Claim 2. For each A E E and B E T we have p(A) x a(B) ir(A x B).
Proof. For A E E and B € T we get from (12) 
i.e. p(A) x a(B) 9 7r(A x B). It remains to show that ir(A x B) c p(A) x o(B).
Applying the first part of the proof we get for each A € ! and B € T that The following corollary is the main result of [8] . • Theorem 3. where A E T,*,, and A E Ta with A* p(A) a.e. (zi). It is easily seen that, for all a and 8 with 0 a ( /3 < A, irjT = 7r,*, holds. But since A is of countable cofinality for each a < A there exists n e N such that T C T,*, := and IT = ir where ir ir, and (a n ) is an increasing sequence cofinal with A. Hence i r +iI T, ir, for each n E N.
It follows easily from [5: Theorem IV.2] that there exists 7rx E A(ziA ) being the common extension of all 7r,*, with a < A. Consequently, the family (lra) & < A satisfies condition (14) . The relation 7rx E Øo<Aps is an immediate consequence of the inductive assumption about ira. with a < A, since A is a limit ordinal.
C) The limit ordinal A is of uncountable cofinality: With the notation from the Case B) we have now TA = Uo< a < A (T). Since, for all a and 0 with 0 < a < 0 < A, ?r J Ta' := ir holds, there exists a lifting ir E A ( VA) such that ir AI T = ir for each 1 <A < ,c. Consequently, the family (1r) 0 < A g atisfies condition (14) . The relation ir, E ®<,\p follows in the same way-as before I
The following corollary is the main result of [9) . Proof. Let ,c be the firt ordinal of cardinality equal to card(I). Without 'loss of generality we may assume that "I = c and i 0 =. 0. Since AGA( j1 ) 54 0 for i E I\ {i0} the result follows immediately by Theorem 3.51 
